Rooted in tradition, growing for the future, …..
..... responding to the new challenges, .....
Stable, environmentally friendly and economical supply of electricity and heat for the community is the basis for the resilience of the region.
Development of the new industrial parks

- direct connections to highway
- single owner of the areas
- suitable for chemistry, logistics, light industry, automotive etc.

300+ ha
4
40 km
20 km

Area
Industrial sites
Border with Germany
Max. distance between sites
Bringing the mining landscape back to life around the largest artificial lake in the Czech Republic.

500 ha
Water surface

2500 ha
Total area developed

78 ha
Public space

15 km
Lake shore opened

10,000
New inhabitants

€ 800 m+
Future investments opportunities

….. with care for the land and the people.
„The key to a successful transformation is the right mindset.“

Thank you for your attention